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SOLD IN ONE HOUR BY SHANE PERRYIn a real estate whirlwind, the captivating property at 7 Chrome Drive, Pimpama,

has just set a new record for speed in the market, selling in an astonishing one hour! This remarkable achievement speaks

volumes about the allure and desirability of this modern residence, nestled in the heart of the thriving Pimpama

community.Boasting a perfect blend of contemporary design and functional living spaces, 7 Chrome Drive exudes a sense

of style and sophistication. From the moment you step through the front door, you are greeted by a seamless fusion of

elegance and comfort. The open-concept layout enhances the flow of natural light, creating an inviting ambiance

throughout the home.The heart of this property lies in its well-appointed kitchen, featuring top-of-the-line appliances,

sleek cabinetry, and an expansive island, perfect for culinary enthusiasts and entertainers alike. The living areas

seamlessly connect to the outdoor spaces, providing a tranquil retreat for relaxation or social gatherings.The master suite

at 7 Chrome Drive is a sanctuary of luxury, offering a private haven complete with a spa-inspired ensuite and ample closet

space. Additional bedrooms are generously sized, providing comfort and versatility for families or guests.The exterior of

the residence is an equally enchanting space, with meticulously landscaped gardens and outdoor entertaining areas. The

property's location within the thriving Pimpama region further adds to its appeal, with convenient access to schools,

shopping centers, and recreational facilities.The astounding one-hour sale of 7 Chrome Drive is a testament to its

undeniable charm and market desirability. If you missed the opportunity to make this your home, be sure to stay tuned for

future listings that capture the essence of luxury living in Pimpama. In the fast-paced world of real estate, opportunities

like this are a true testament to the vibrant and sought-after lifestyle that the Pimpama community offers.For all of your

home loan needs, please contact our friendly broker, Conrad Palmer on 0410 296 050.Disclaimer: This property is being

sold by auction or without a price and therefore a price guide cannot be provided. The website may have filtered the

property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.All inspections will be conducted adhering to COVID-19

Social Distancing Guidelines and Ray White's no-contact policy.Important: Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of

the information contained in this marketing, Ray White Upper Coomera will not be held liable for the errors in typing or

information. All information is considered correct at the time of printing


